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Perfect Alignment Every
Time With Three-Point
Registration

       Decals, labels and other industrial markings that were 
once considered an afterthought by many manufacturers 
are today seen as an important extension of a company’s 
corporate identity. That’s why many organizations are 
seeking the highest-quality materials and processes for their 
industrial graphics. The goal is not only to deliver messages 
effectively and consistently, but also to ensure that the 
finished products accurately reflect the company’s brand.
       To meet these expectations, industrial graphics suppliers 
have put a variety of quality control measures in place that 
ensure process capability and repeatability—including a 
technique known as three-point registration. 

Screen Printing’s Challenges: 
Color Alignment And Consistent 
Final Cut
       When it comes to producing decals, labels and other 
markings, screen-printing is a popular choice among manu-
facturers and industrial graphics suppliers alike. Its unique 
combination of highly pigmented inks and specialized 
coatings can withstand direct sunlight and other outdoor 
conditions for many years. No other solution matches 
screen printing’s weatherability, for example.
       One key challenge with screen-printing, however, is 
ensuring the alignment of colors. That’s because the 
screen-printing process involves separating each color to be
printed from the original electronic artwork file. A screen is 

then created for each color, and each screen is used to print 
individual layers. If there’s any misalignment in the layers of 
color as they’re printed, your blue company logo could end 
up part blue and part white—and that jeopardizes your brand 
identity. Or it could look like the Sunday comics did in the old 
days, when the printing was commonly off registered.
       Another key challenge is the final cut. Cutting to final size 
consistently within a large production run requires that all 
the pieces be printed in the exact same location and orienta-
tion on each sheet of material. So even if the colors have 
been properly registered to each other, there is still the 
challenge of getting the product consistently cut to its final 
size requirements.

What is Three-Point Registration? 
And How Does It Work?
       Three-point registration is a technique used to attain 
consistent and repeatable placement of colors printed onto 
a substrate as well as the final cut of that printed substrate 
in the same consistent and repeatable manner.
       In either operation, the three points are represented at 
two adjacent sides of the material sheet, usually rectangular 
in shape. The long side of the material gets two points and 
the short side gets one point. These points are actually 
support holders set-up to create a “jig” of sorts to hold each 
sheet in identical registration as a process such as printing or 
cutting is conducted.

“

”

In screen-printing, three-point registration is so-called 

since it employs three separate fixed locations, often 

in a triangle pattern, to keep the base material from 

moving during the ink application and cutting 

processes.

Three-point registration system is ideal for industrial 
graphics printed with multiple colors, since the process 
maintains proper alignment within the final dimensions of 
the decal or label.
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Perfect Alignment Every Time With Three-Point Registration, cont.

When Three-Point Registration 
Matters Most
       Having perfectly aligned colors and die-cuts is always 
ideal, but there are several circumstances in which the 
three-point registration process becomes even more critical. 
  • If colors are designed to bleed off the edges of your 
industrial graphics, for example, tight registration is crucial. If 
the positioning is off even slightly, some of your decals or 
labels could end up with a border the color of the original 
material. 
  • Without tight registration, colors side-by-side could bleed 
into each other creating a visual line of a secondary color.
  • Tight tolerances are essential on instrument panels or dial 
fascias to ensure knobs and controls are pointing to the right 
text.
 • Likewise, tight registration is crucial when printing 
measuring equipment such as a ruler or technical instru-
ment that requires exact measurements.

Three Final Points 
       Since decals are a reflection of your brand and, in many 
cases are also important for quickly communicating product 
usage and warnings, it’s important they be produced with as 
much quality as possible.  If your decals are screen-printed, 
employing three-point registration is a best practice for 
attaining a high level of quality.

In summary, we leave you with three final points:
 • If your current decals and labels show signs of poor 
registration such as overlapping, misaligned colors, or incon-
sistent outer borders, three-point registration can most likely 
solve these issues.
  • Check for high scrap rates, which is also an indication of 
alignment problems in your industrial graphics, and is often 
due to not using three-point registration properly or at all. 
  • Screen-printed decals that require people be able to read 
them quickly and clearly, such as multi-color warning decals, 
instrument panel labels, or dial fascias, are prime candidates 
for three-point registration. If they are printed even slightly 
off-register (i.e. a touch blurry), readability drops signifi-
cantly.

Tobbias Day is Director of Quality Management at Muir Omni 
Graphics and an expert in planning, production and application of 
industrial graphics.

Muir Omni Graphics has 50 years of experience providing turnkey 
production and management solutions for OEM markings and 
decals, fleet and corporate vehicle markings, corporate identity, 
control panels and fascias, warning labels and signage, and 
specialty graphics. The company serves the off-highway, 
construction, transportation and farm equipment markets. More 
information is available at www.MuirGraphics.com.
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A best practice for fine-tuning the printing process, 

three-point registration virtually eliminates color 

alignment issues in screen-printed graphics and 

decals, as well as misalignments in die-cut dimen-

sions.

The points of registration identify 
a specific corner of the sheet to 
which all printed colors are 
consistently registered and the 
identification of that corner is 
key for the die cutting operators 
to reference when aligning their 
set-up for first cut. This ensures 
all sheets cut using that set-up 
will result in a consistent final 
product. The result? Ink colors 
land precisely where they’re 
supposed to, and each finished 
product looks exactly the same. 
That means fewer rejected parts 
and a far more straightforward 
application process.
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